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Itself a highly controversial request , and as a thought-provoking suggestion that a
competition improvisation theme go. Contest is androgynous : Writing and dance , structure, and
Pulse - improvisation to form a whole .
As a practicing architect (and amateur dancers) , and practicing dance , body awareness and research (but architecture fans )
The concept of improvisation closely , almost inseparably intertwined with us
megtervezetlenség , ideal of spontaneity .
Your own instinct is defined as , improvise - regardless of genre , no different than any limit
recognize ( e) tet focused , patient monitor behind us , let it happen , which is the present
The focus of the show you want to - through them. Improvisation us with a continuous presence
with a new and fresh start using all that is present. In a state where every moment is a chose
interaction , and also the wonderment of the event.
Entirely in our opinion - the architecture, the architectural practice - with the apparent opposition in
with genre , which at first sight are not allowed to place in the improvisation . The planning and execution
During the process , all the actors together for a sort of directional dialogue
required, which is the exact Organisation promising safety fundamentals " optimal conditions " is not
leave (six ) sites kitalálatlan detail. the act of improvisation . The architectural practice ( blyamatában
contrived and structured phenomenon.
Despite this - the last time this phenomenon is accompanied by a separate subject line - architecture, " full "
improvisation , at least improvising with momentum . This may be one reason that the structure
inaccurate . However, with such a fine , delicate , precise structure, which may arise
INTRA- time anomalies are forced to use improvised am convinced that most of the time
not be placed in the optimum direction of the process . Well, that's the perception , although crude , in any event,
Our experience is that the conventional architectural practice improvizdció once - lost, once - wide.
Even more specifically as an architect improvise in practice , not only justified where there is -
where we improvise , the most likely inappropriate .
The resulting search space pályamíívünk main source of inspiration .
